Mdx acura 2007

You have no vehicle information saved in your Acura Owners account. Vehicle Specifications.
Print Specs. Engine 5 Speed Automatic. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement liters.
Compression Ratio. Redline rpm. Fuel System. Ignition System. Throttle Control. Tune-Up
Interval. Cooling System Capacity. Crankcase Refill Capacity, including filter. Exact mileage is
determined by actual driving conditions. Please see your owner's manual for more details.
Drivetrain 5 Speed Automatic. Maximum torque distribution range front:rear. Transmission 5
Speed Automatic. Towing 5 Speed Automatic. Towing Capacity. Cooling Systems. Chassis 5
Speed Automatic. Body Type. Steering Ratio. Steering Turns, Lock to Lock. Turning Diameter,
Curb to Curb. Exterior Dimensions 5 Speed Automatic. Width excludes door mirrors. Ground
Clearance unladen. Curb Weight. Interior Dimensions 5 Speed Automatic. Passenger Volume.
Cargo Volume behind 3rd row. Cargo Volume behind 2nd row. Cargo Volume behind 1st row.
Fuel Tank Capacity. Required Fuel. Your mileage may vary. Consult your owner's manual.
Dual-stage, dual-threshold front airbags SRS. Side curtain airbags with rollover sensor. Trailer
Stability Assist. Fog lights. Active front head restraints. Impact-absorbing crumple zones front
and rear. Theft-deterrent system with electronic immobilizer. Rear-window defroster with timer.
Side-impact door beams. All around visibility Breakaway inside rearview mirror. Do not rely
solely on the monitor system. See your owner's manual for details. Exterior Features 5 Speed
Automatic. Heated outside mirrors with reverse gear tilt-down and integrated directional
signals. Body-colored tailgate spoiler. Rear privacy glass. Speed-sensing, variable intermittent
windshield wipers. Intermittent rear-window wiper. Integrated Dual-outlet exhaust. Chrome door
handles. Cruise control. Remote- and driver's door lock-operated windows-open function.
Remote entry system with Acura personalized settings for driver's seat, steering column,
outside mirrors, select audio settings and more. Steering wheel-mounted controls cruise
control, audio, phone, multi-information display and available voice recognition. Electronic tilt
and telescoping steering column. Simulated Koa wood-grained trim. Overhead map lights front
and rear. Ambient cabin lighting. Driver and front passenger's foot well lighting. Door-mounted
courtesy lights. Leather-wrapped steering wheel and gearshift knob. Beverage holders 10
locations. Front and rear-door storage compartments. Aluminum threshold garnish. Carpeted
floor mats. Driver's and front passenger's illuminated vanity mirrors. Passenger lower
center-console compartment. Cargo area lighting. Seatback pockets. Sport seats with
leather-trimmed interior. Driver's way power seat with power-adjustable lumbar support. Front
passenger's way power seat. Heated front seats. Front center console with dual-access armrest.
Reclining 2nd-row seats. Audio 5 Speed Automatic. Speed-sensitive volume control SVC. Rear
spoiler-integrated radio antenna. Instrumentation 5 Speed Automatic. LED backlit gauges with
progressive illumination. Multi-information display. Trip computer. Exterior temperature
indicator. Illuminated ignition, power-window and door-lock switches, steering wheel controls
and overhead controls. Auxiliary information display. Interior Accessories 5 Speed Automatic.
Rear back-up sensors. Steering wheel with simulated wood-grained trim. Acura Protection
Package all-season mats, cargo tray, wheel locks. Exterior Accessories 5 Speed Automatic.
Towing Package - hitch, receiver, ball and wiring harness. Roof Rack see dealer for
attachments. Running Boards. Side Steps. Interface dial. Active Damper System sport
suspension. Premium perforated leather-trimmed interior. Exclusive alloy-wheel design.
Textured interior trim. Heated 2nd-row seats outboard positions. Remote-linked power-operated
tailgate. Engine 5 Speed Automatic Sport Package. Drivetrain 5 Speed Automatic Sport
Package. Transmission 5 Speed Automatic Sport Package. Towing 5 Speed Automatic Sport
Package. Chassis 5 Speed Automatic Sport Package. Audio 5 Speed Automatic Sport Package.
Instrumentation 5 Speed Automatic Sport Package. Engine 5 Speed Automatic Technology
Package. Drivetrain 5 Speed Automatic Technology Package. Transmission 5 Speed Automatic
Technology Package. Towing 5 Speed Automatic Technology Package. Chassis 5 Speed
Automatic Technology Package. Audio 5 Speed Automatic Technology Package.
Instrumentation 5 Speed Automatic Technology Package. Change Vehicle. Choose a Year and
Model to View YEAR MODEL Select. Your location will be used to find dealers, inventory, and
offers in your area. We were unable to retrieve your location, please enter your ZIP code. The
redesigned MDX houses a HP 81 V-6 engine paired to a new double-wishbone front suspension
for precision cornering. Handling is further enhanced by the Integrated Dynamics System and
available wider in alloy wheels for adrenaline-inducing performance. Precision craftsmanship
and attention to detail blend fluidly with performance-focused 3D design technology. The
Diamond Pentagon Grille is the focal point of the front fascia that flows into the long, sculpted
hood above, while dynamically weaving into the modern LED fog light design below. The longer
and wider chassis and new double-wishbone front suspension deliver remarkable handling and
ride quality. Available larger and wider in wheels with a split spoke design create a strong,
modern look that elevates handling performance to the next level. Switch into Snow Mode with

the Integrated Dynamics System for confidence-inspiring handling and control. A striking
profile befitting of a true premium performance SUV, the body lines of the MDX are accentuated
even more with available premium paint like Phantom Violet Pearl. Every MDX comes equipped
with a wide panoramic moonroof. Impressive from every angle, the rear design of the MDX is a
testament to true performance-focused styling. Available French stitching, authentic materials
like open pore wood and real metal trim, and full-grain Milano Leather make the cabin an
ultra-refined experience. The cabin is open to the world around you with the wide panoramic
moonroof standard on every MDX. Intuitively designed around the driver, the center stack keeps
your core features easily within reach. A mix of physical and touch buttons along with the
Dynamic Mode drive dial, deliver optimal tactile feedback and lets you focus on the drive.
Always be charged up and ready to go with standard wireless charging. The Change the
onscreen graphics to best fit your drive and view the advanced driver assistive system alerts
displayed right in front of you. Ultra-refined Advance Package front seats offer premium comfort
with way power adjustability, heating and ventilation, and perforated Milano Leather. Quickly
select the desired drive mode with the Integrated Dynamics System dial for a more engaging
driving experience. Authentic materials like available open-pore wood trim and tasteful touches
like French stitching elevate the cabin to a truly premium space. All rights reserved. Stay
focused on the drive with an available projected Directly inspired by the Precision Cockpit, the
cabin is designed around the driver. Authentic materials, intuitive digital integration, and crafted
refinement create a sophisticated cabin design befitting of a premium performance SUV.
Majestic Black Pearl Colors vary by package. Available colors will vary, see dealer for details.
Liquid Carbon Metallic Colors vary by package. Apex Blue Pearl Colors vary by package.
Performance Red Pearl Colors vary by package. Lunar Silver Metallic Colors vary by package.
Platinum White Pearl Colors vary by package. Ebony Colors vary by package. Red Colors vary
by package. Click the link below and sign up to stay updated on more details and arrival timing.
The available Running boards in black or chrome, accessory wheels, trailer hitch, sleek Roof
Rails and a variety of roof attachments beg to take on more adventures. For well-qualified
buyers. Includes down payment with no security deposit. Excludes taxes, titles and either
dealer fees or documentary service fee. For well-qualified lessees. Sign up to get the latest
Acura MDX news and info. Acura vehicle accessory costs, labor and installation vary. Dealers
set their own prices. Please consult your selected dealer. Certified Pre-Owneds. Finance Helpful
Links. Your actual mileage will vary, depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle,
driving conditions, and other factors. Performance For Every Challenge. MDX Gallery of MDX
Gallery 1 of 16 Precision craftsmanship and attention to detail blend fluidly with
performance-focused 3D design technology. Watch the video to learn more. MDX Gallery 4 of 16
The Diamond Pentagon Grille is the focal point of the front fascia that flows into the long,
sculpted hood above, while dynamically weaving into the modern LED fog light design below.
MDX Gallery 5 of 16 The longer and wider chassis and new double-wishbone front suspension
deliver remarkable handling and ride quality. MDX Gallery 6 of 16 Available larger and wider in
wheels with a split spoke design create a strong, modern look that elevates handling
performance to the next level. Thumb 1. Thumb 2. Thumb 3. Thumb 4. Thumb 5. Thumb 6.
Thumb 7. Thumb 8. Thumb 9. Thumb MDX Gallery 1 of 16 Available French stitching, authentic
materials like open pore wood and real metal trim, and full-grain Milano Leather make the cabin
an ultra-refined experience. MDX Gallery 3 of 16 A MDX Gallery 4 of 16 Intuitively designed
around the driver, the center stack keeps your core features easily within reach. MDX Gallery 5
of 16 Always be charged up and ready to go with standard wireless charging. MDX Gallery 6 of
16 The MDX Gallery 7 of 16 Ultra-refined Advance Package front seats offer premium comfort
with way power adjustability, heating and ventilation, and perforated Milano Leather. MDX
Gallery 8 of 16 Quickly select the desired drive mode with the Integrated Dynamics System dial
for a more engaging driving experience. MDX Gallery 10 of 16 Even the smallest details receive
the highest level of refinement. From precision knurled knobs to real metal accents, the MDX
delivers a bespoke and crafted design you can feel. MDX Gallery 11 of 16 Authentic materials
like available open-pore wood trim and tasteful touches like French stitching elevate the cabin
to a truly premium space. MDX Gallery 13 of 16 Stay focused on the drive with an available
projected MDX Gallery 16 of 16 An ergonomically designed center stack puts all critical controls
easily within your reach. Digital Integration. Three-Row Seating. The MDX features three-row
seating with room for up to 7 occupants. Configure the second-row to your needs with a
removable center seat that creates captain chairs and easier access to the third-row. Panoramic
Moonroof. Expand your view with the wide panoramic moonroof that bathes the cabin in light,
fresh air and spacious freedom. Standard on every MDX. Navigation System. The Acura
Navigation System displays on the Premium Milano Leather Interior. Experience our true
dedication to craftsmanship with full-grain Milano Leather-trimmed seats featuring perforation

surfaces and contrast stitching. Surround-View Camera. Surround-view camera gives you an
unparalleled vantage point while parking. With four exterior cameras to provide a clear
overhead view, the Surround-View Camera helps you to see blind spots and obstacles all
around your MDX. Head-Up Display. Ventilated front seats cool you down on hot days. TYPE S.
Get this offer. First Name First Name. Last Name Last Name. Reliability indicates how models
have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in
the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available
to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. Dealer refused to repair because could not diagnose". We
don't miss it much as we don't listen to music in car. Dealer indicates a full replacement is
required. After-market stereo store concurs. Not worth the investment, so I'm living with it". The
dead battery caused the CD player to grind away, trying to eject a disk, but there was no disk in
it! Noise occurred for the first minute or so every time I started the car Acura indicates this is a
problem they have had. Popping noise when starting vehicle after new CD player was installed".
Made the use of any radio features worthless due to the noise level. Dealer wanted so much
money to fix I had to just yank the unit out myself". Internet complaints run in the s or so, and I
complained about the CD operation before the warranty ran out. The CD player would randomly
eject disks. I think it showed the unit was defective. Acura would no". The car would continue to
drive, and the panel would light up again within several seconds. Had to reboot computer by
uninstalling NAV disc and then it seemed to function afterwards. It happens every time it is
used. When you contact the dealer they have no idea how to service it. Two dealers have had a
half dozen opportunities to address the issue without much effort and zero results. Ordered new
one online and replaced at home. Left car with dealer for three weeks but they failed to repair
problem". All due to electrical that could never be found". According to the dealer, this
malfunction caused the bluetooth to keep searching even when the car was not running, which
in turn, caused the battery to drain. I required a jump 5 times before I went online and found out
that the bluetooth can act as a parasite. I'd replaced my battery three times. Asked the shop to
unplug the bluetooth and the persistent problem ceased permanently. Acura has not corrected
the problem, so the module had to be removed to avoid a cronic dead battery. No bluetooth built
into the car. Dealer not able to identify problem". I had it disconnected. After having car jumped
3 times, had to disconnect the unit. I did research online when I could get no answers from the
Acura dealership and found there was a significant issue with acura's Bluetooth acting like a
parasite and sucking battery life. I demanded the repairshop unplug the Bluetooth, and never
had a problem again. Prior to, if had to call AAA for battery start 10plus times. Acura should've
known it was an issue and fixed it instead of jerking me and likely many many others around". I
ended up with a dead battery twice". Caused excessive voltage draw causing the battery to be
drained. Had to do extensive testing to find out 1 if it was the battery or alternator 2 Voltage
draw 3 What was causing the draw. This is a known and common issue for this model". Major
issue was this short cause battery to drain so car wouldn't start Fixing that short fixed the
Bluetooth pairing mechanism". Repair took over a week to get parts. Very expensive. No
customer loyalty at all. Won't buy Acura again". The device would not disconnect and as a
result it drained the battery. For less than 80k at the time should not happen". In checking
online forums.. Caused battery to drain". I had to jump start the car 7 times. The dealers
maintenance department had difficulty finding the problem". This module also impacted the
driver seat and memory settings. Since being repaired, the same module is beginning to fail
again". Had module disconnected, so no longer have bluetooth. Have since discovered there
may be a DIY f". The circuit board drained our battery significantly so that we had to be rescued
a couple of times before we figured it out". It was a new system the year the car came out. Every
time I pair a new phone with the system, it doesn't work. Acura says the phone is not pairing,
the phone company says that Acura is not pairing. Gave up". I had to have a new Bluetooth
system installed". I guess this was a bad year for the particular box and it had to get replaced". I
lose audio on parts of certain roads that didn't occur before. Radio is not showing signal loss
on display like it does if I am under an overpass. Repair costs are very high and not worth it in a
vehicle of this age. This started about 4 months ago". Then about 3 weeks later, it started
working again". I don't use the voice commands very often, but when I tried them, they were
completely haywire. This issue was also causing the car battery to drain resulting in completely
dead battery when I returned from a 2-week vacation. Solve by disconnecting module". Shocks
or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and

pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. Has been fixed a few years ago but is again noticeable.
We would have never bought this option had we known the cost of replacement". See
previous". Would have become inoperable if not attended to. Age related. I haven't topped it off
the fluid but once and it was a very small amountof fluid required". Finally resolved after
mutliple trips for power steering noises". They've been recalled in Canada but not the US.
Expensive components. Replaced with standard, but now the ADS light goes on all the time.
Now they put non electronic shocks on so special suspension is no longer available on truck. I
am very disappointed with them and their service". I've replaced all four and fronts are just OK
now". Needs repair. This year, , the rear shocks had to be replaced. Because I purchased the
extended warranty, both were covered". I thought it was just my imagination but after this
occurring for a week or so I called the dealer. They confirmed suspension, cost me 1,". Same
issue on other problem. Dealership cannot find problem to fix". Replaced both left and right
front". Again, disappointed with this part failing after less than , KM". Replaced the rotors,
shocks, and struts. Roters replaced twice; possible bad parts. Car repair guys blaming the "ch".
I would think wheel bearings would last longer than 51, miles which was the mileage when
replaced. Again, this was a problem talked about in forums". The mechanics asked where we
bought our gas so I assume they think the build-up happens with lesser quality gas products.
It's not like you get a lot of insight into which brands of gas are better or worse for your car's
engine, so it'd be hard to know if that was the major culprit or not. Changed 4 O2 sensors. Did
not help. May need a new cat converter. Dealer service department diagnosed bad EGR valve
and dirty ports. Ports were cleaned and EGR valve was replaced. Unfortunately I responded
miles too late. Disappointed they did not honor that fact that they used a defective part". Had to
remove the intake manifold and clean". Now trying to schedule a time to have it looked at
again". Expensive replacement of sensor. Tested sensor and replaced". Took to dealer who said
O2 sensor needed to be changed. My research indicated this part does not normally fail until
over ,km. I was disappointed in the early fail and cost to repair". Code P - Bank 2 sensor failure.
Oxygen Sensor - Left upper replaced". Notice suggested dealer check". After their adjustment
mile later new codes showed 2 bad oxygen sensors". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I live in AZ which does not use
daylight savings time. So we are on PT and MT. Yes, I have reset the clock using instructions
from owners manual. But when we are on PT time, an hour later after stopping engine , it will
reset back one hour. But during MT, the clock works and is the correct time. So it appears there
is something in the clock or in the computer that has lost control of MT vs. Since the car runs
fine, I do not worry about it. It is just annoying that you have to subtract 1 hour during PT. Issue
never fixed. So I took it to Firestone. They confirmed the issue, but were not allowed to work on
the issue Not sure why. They said yes. So I dropped it off. Only issue I had was I had to go
without the vehicle for a few days because obviously they wanted to confirm the clock spring
part was the issue. They had to go to dealer to get the part and install it. Dealer cleaning of light
assembly did nothing. The cost to replace the unit is astronomical. Very expensive to replace".
The control switch needed to be replaced". Repaired under extended warranty". Some of the
interior light, clock and other information. I purchased a new transponder online and used the
existing key which has a chip in it so it cannot be used on any other vehicle. It is not a battery
issue - the fob itself needs to be replaced, which is expensive. There appears to be some sort of
short in the electronics and it has affected the memory settings on my driver seat. My Bluetooth
phone was an issue too". The car has had consistent refrigerant leaks since new requiring the
replacement of hoses, evaporator and compressors. Compressor was staying on and
overheating. Had to replace relay and pressure relief valve, evacuate and re-charge system".
Normal for a car this age and mileage. I was able to fix it myself". Plagued problem since
purchased new in ". It took the dealer several days to isolate and repair the problem, for
significant cost". This caused the system to cascade a number of faults including discharging
of refrigerant. Low refrigerant also caused one side of the blowers to continually blow hot air as
the flaps would not work properly since the temp was not cold enough. This is also a common
problem". As a result, water backed-up and drained leaked into front floorboard. Per usual
Acura dealership shop is of no help". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior
and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Shorty workmanship. This car is very pampered.
Replacement part expensive, and not covered. No help or sympathy from Acura or dealer".
Down to the base coat". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk,
doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. But the
mirrors would move when I put the car in reverse, but would not move back to a normal setting.
They would not move to the correct memory setting either". That seems to cause the seat

memory controls not to work. I keep setting the Driver 1 seat, steering wheel and mirror settings
and they won't stay set". Module controlling those functions had to be replaced". Muffler, pipes,
catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Honda converters tend to be near the exhaust
manifold, so it takes a lot of labor to replace them. It was covered by warranty, so we only had
to pay the labor cost for replacement. The mechanic said that the use of gas containing ethanol
caused them to wear out, and the car couldn't pass an emissions test for licensing". Must be
replaced or disconnected. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Typical problems with the Acura
MDX. The tensioner was seized. AC blew warm air". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. This has reduced acceleration. I took it to a Goodyear Service Center and
they would not work on it because I could not provide info that the transmission fluid has been
replaced according to manufacturer recommendations. I am forced to use the dealer service
repair". Independent mechanic referred us to Acura dealer for this problem. All the transmission
fluid escaped into the engine coolant leaving the transmission dry. Permanent transmission".
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration,
squeaking, brake failure or wear. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket,
turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Head replaced". Was replaced and all quiet
again. They were replaced due to maintenance due to mileage". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. They cited our loyalty and upkeep as the
reason for the discount". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used We liked its refined
powertrain, quick acceleration, responsive handling, and controlled ride. We found the interior
fit and finish impressive and the front- and second-row seats comfortable. But the third-row
seat is tight for anyone but kids. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Dealer refused to
repair because could not diagnose" Elaine B. Dealer wanted so much money to fix I had to just
yank the unit out myself" Northrup A. Acura would no" Michael A. All due to electrical that could
never be found" John P. The circuit board drained our battery significantly so that we had to be
rescued a couple of times before we figured it out" Barbara A. I guess this was a bad year for
the particular box and it had to get replaced" John P. This started about 4 months ago" Richard
B. Ball joints "Looseness in front suspension. See previous" R C. I am very disappointed with
them and their service" Ronald H. I've replaced all four and fronts are just OK now" Patricia W.
Because I purchased the extended warranty, both were covered" Ronald W. Dealership cannot
find problem to fix" Brian P. Replaced both left and right front" R C. Car repair guys blaming the
"ch" Michael A. Again, this was a problem talked about in forums" Edward B. Disappointed they
did not honor that fact that they used a defective part" Mike C. Had to remove the intake
manifold and clean" Scott W. Tested sensor and replaced" Stephen P. Notice suggested dealer
check" Vincent P. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "Sensor Module
shorted out and completely discharged the battery" Joseph K. Plagued problem since
purchased new in " Marc S. It took the dealer several days to isolate and repair the problem, for
significant cost" Northrup A. Air or water leaks "Occasional leak in the interior A post when the
skylight drain gets clogged. Down to the base coat" Christopher C. Doors or sliding doors "right
rear interior door handle stopped working. The mechanic said that the use of gas containing
ethanol caused them to wear out, and the car couldn't pass an emissions test for licensing"
John M. Alternator "The alternator failed, leaving the car undrivable due to the lack of
consistent electrical power distribution. CV joint "During an appointment for oil change the
service department at the local Acura dealer mentioned that the CV joint were in need of repair.

Slipping transmission "the transmission would lock up and had to turn the car off and then on
to reset. Permanent transmission" Ian M. Engine knock or ping "the engine made extremely
loud noise. Cylinder head "Valve not seating properly. Transmission rebuild or replacement
"Transmission failed completely. They cited our loyalty and upkeep as the reason for the
discount" Eric S. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. Read Recall
Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The Acura MDX , or Honda
MDX as known in Japan and Australia only the first generation was imported , is a mid-size
three-row luxury crossover , [3] [4] [5] [6] produced by the Japanese automaker Honda under its
Acura luxury nameplate since The alphanumeric moniker stands for "Multi-Dimensional luxury".
According to Honda, the MDX is the best-selling three-row luxury crossover of all time, with
cumulative U. In Japan, it filled a gap when the Honda Horizon also based on the Trooper was
discontinued in The cargo floor can flip up to provide two additional seats. The vehicle is
designed to hold 7 passengers, but the third row seats are small and only seat two, in contrast
to the Odyssey and Pilot whose third row holds three passengers. The vehicle features an
automatic four wheel drive system named VTM-4 that engages during off the line acceleration
as well as when wheel slippage is detected. Additionally, the system offers a lock mode which
can be activated and operated at low speeds and provides permanent 4wd and the equivalent of
a locked rear differential; designed for climbing steep hills and getting out of stuck situations.
To reduce drivetrain noise and increase fuel efficiency, the system runs as front wheel drive
during normal cruising. It is different than Honda's "RealTime AWD" system in the Honda CR-V
and other models in that it can lock and it attempts to predict when traction will be lost and
apply power to all four wheels before slippage occurs by monitoring throttle inputs. The
navigation system and DVD entertainment system options were mutually exclusive in the
model. Both could be ordered at the same time since the model. The navigation option comes
with a rear view video camera since the model. Since , the navigation system featured
information from Zagat about restaurants and other points of interest. The model was rated as
Ultra Low Emission Vehicle. The model features dual tail pipes instead of the single pipe in
earlier models, side curtain airbags, new head lights and tail lights, and new wheels. Some
chrome trimmings on the model use matte finish to distinguish from the polished shiny finish
on earlier models. Little changed for the MDX during the model year with a few minor revisions
to the vehicle's chrome and faux wood interior trim which could now be had with a dark grey
wood as opposed to reddish wood on earlier models , and also a black dash and steering wheel
in tan interiors. The second generation model's body has a wider track and longer wheelbase
than the previous MDX, but visibility to the rear has worsened from the prior generation. The
engine was upgraded to a 3. It is one of the most powerful engines Honda has produced to date.
This AWD system is one of the most advanced in its class, featuring an active rear differential
often found on high performance cars. Like all Acuras, the MDX comes with a high level of
standard equipment, including a power moonroof, leather interior, and high-intensity discharge
Xenon low-beam headlights. For the through model years, three option packages were
available: Sport, Technology and Entertainment. All Canadian Acura MDX models, aside from
the heated front seats, also get the second-row heated outboard seats as standard equipment
as well. A feature unique to Canadian MDX models are headlight washers. The Technology
package corresponds essentially to the US model's Technology package while the Elite
package is an amalgamation of the US model's Sport and Entertainment packages. Like the first
generation model, the new generation is manufactured exclusively by Honda of Canada
Manufacturing Ltd. For the MDX received a new auto-dimming rearview mirror. The MDX had
added more upgrades to the navigation system and there are two new colors added. The power
tailgate, previously available only with the Entertainment package, is now included with
Technology and Sport packages. In , the MDX received a facelift adopting to Acura's new
"Power Plenum" grille that debuted on its model year sedans. The most important upgrades to
the model where a new paddle shift six-speed SportShift automatic transmission with downshift
Rev-matching, and an increase in compression ratio to Structural rigidity was improved for the
model year. Non-navigation equipped MDX models now have a rear view camera monitor
located in the rear-view mirror. US sales began on June The MDX is powered by a 3. A
front-wheel drive FWD model is available for the first time, [17] in Canada all-wheel drive
remains the only configuration offered. LED bumper mounted fog lamps are offered as a dealer
installed option. The interior reduced button clutter by adding a 7-inch touchscreen with haptic
feedback , an additional 8-inch screen is also standard. To reduce interior noise an acoustic
PVB layered windshield, acoustic front door glass and thicker rear glass are used as well as

triple sealed door openings. Advance package models include further noise reduction using a
thicker carpet base layer and front fender liners. The MDX rides lower reducing its center of
gravity , to reduce unsprung mass the front suspension lower control arms are made from
forged aluminum. Structure rigidity is improved and weight reduced through increased use of
high-strength steel. A single ring-like hot stamped HSS outer door ring component reinforces
the A-pillar , roof rail, B-pillar, and lower floor rail encircling the front doors for improved crash
protection. The updated Adaptive Cruise Control adds low-speed stop-and-go functionality.
Restlyed LED fog lamps are optional from the factory. MDX models will come standard with
AcuraWatch which includes forward collision warning with automatic emergency braking , lane
departure warning with lane keep assist and Adaptive Cruise Control. A degree surround view
camera is optional. To reduce body mass the front fenders switched from steel to an alumiunum
panel. The front wheels are powered by the engine and a single electric motor while the rear
wheels are powered by twin electric motors tri-motor [28]. The hybrid is only available in
all-wheel drive. Acura's Active Damper System is standard. Sales began in April For , the Active
Damper System is available for non-hybrids, the front seats feature 4-way power lumbar. The
exterior features black and dark chrome accents, replacing all the chrome and rides on 20" grey
aluminum wheels. The bumpers are redesigned to give the A-Spec a more sharp and aggressive
design. Red leather seats with black alcantara inserts is now an option for the A-Spec package.
Other changes for the A-Spec trim are new gauges, carbon fiber trim, sport pedals, and thicker
steering wheel with paddle shifters. The campaign highlights the complete technical
transformation of the MDX and centers around the idea of "Made for Mankind," a concept
designed to highlight the unique engineering and design philosophy at the heart of all Acura
vehicles - the synergy between man and machine. Skipping the model year, the
fourth-generation MDX was revealed as a prototype on October 14, , virtually revealed on
December 8, went into bulk production on January 12, for the model year, and went on sale on
February 2, with the Type-S trim coming in summer Much like the discontinued former flagship
SUV the ZDX , the exterior includes a similar panoramic moonroof first found on the RDX , either
19" or 20" alloy steel rims, a tailgate similar to a RDX, headlights and taillights similar to the TLX
, a differently styled grille emblem, seven paint colors including a brand new yellow color for the
Type-S trim. The improved interior looks similar to the TLX and includes a The MDX also
features an optional audio system with speakers including four roof-mounted speakers and a
foot sensor for hands free access power tailgate release and closure when the key fob is
nearby. A new redesigned key fob that is shaped like a convex irregular polygon is included.
Powertrains are improved, with the existing 3. The Type-S trim model will get a 3. A new double
wishbone suspension with forged aluminum lower control arms, damper forks, and steering
knuckles makes its way into the MDX along with more rigid cast-aluminum shock towers, larger
front brake rotors and wider alloy wheels. Plastic wheel well liners are replaced with fabric
material and a repositioned air intake for easier access to both battery terminals. High-strength
steel HSS , press-hardened steel and aluminum make up The rear body is more rigid with
suspension load paths passing into the C and D-pillars, allowing for towing capabilities. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Japanese crossover SUV. Motor vehicle. United States: East
Liberty, Ohio. Consumer Reports. Retrieved Motor Trend Magazine. Expert Reviews. Archived
from the original on Retrieved 14 July Retrieved June 26, Car and Driver. Retrieved 27
September Archived from the original on 14 July Retrieved 30 September Acura News. Honda of
America Manufacturing, Ltd. Retrieved 15 October Retrieved 29 August Motor Trend. Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety. News Best Cars. Retrieved February 14, Acura , a division of Honda
, road car timeline, â€”present. John Mendel V. Acura A-Spec and Type-S models. Honda Motor
Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team.
Categories : Acura vehicles Cars introduced in s cars s cars Mid-size sport utility vehicles
Crossover sport utility vehicles Luxury sport utility vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles
All-wheel-drive vehicles Flagship vehicles. Hidden categories: Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from August Commons category link
is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Mid-size luxury crossover SUV. Front engine , all-wheel drive. Pre-facelift Acura
MDX. J37A1 3. Subcompact executive car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Full-size
luxury car. Personal luxury car. Sports car. Vehicles exclusive to Canada. Vehicles exclusive to
China. Vehicles exclusive to the United States. A division of Honda. Tall-box SUVs have been
done to death. What if, for a change, you wrapped one in a jelly-bean shape? Would anyone buy
it? More what-ifs: Let's say you then pulled the trucky SUV soul out of the jelly bean and
replaced it with the DNA of an all-weather grand tourer. Would anyone step up to that counter?

We'll soon find out. Acura's new MDX has broken out of the pseudo-truck box and into fresh
territory. It combines the control-tower outlook of an SUV with the interior space of a three-row
wagon and the chassis muscles of a sporting sedan. The larger V-8 Audi Q7 offers this blend of
virtues, too, at a significantly higher price. Unlike the traditional SUV, which has no sport and
too little utility, the MDX is a roadgoing athlete clad in extreme-sports attire. The cockpit is
completely divided, sports-car style, into separate spaces for the driver and passenger. The
plush leather front buckets â€” and the second row as well â€” have enveloping shapes with
plenty of side support. The large, round instruments have legible and unfussy numbers in the
manner of classic sportsters. And the panoramic windshield showcases an exhilarating view of
the world around. The curve of its pillars and the sweeping arcs of the dash strike up such a
sporting mood as you drive that, when you're done, you expect to step up when you step out.
But no, this is a much taller machine than it drives, so much so that our feet hit the pavement
like dropped potatoes on the first few exits. The roofline, at Forget the ponderous moves you
associate with tall vehicles. The MDX is quick on its Michelins inch wheels are standard ,
accelerating to 60 mph in 7. Braking from 70 mph takes feet, a performance in the top half of its
class. Grip, as measured on the skidpad, is 0. Acura credits several miracle ingredients for the
superb handling. All MDXs have what's called Super Handling All-Wheel Drive, a clever system
of varying the driving inputs to each wheel according to computer sensibilities. A dashboard
icon lets you watch it in action. For handling on dry pavement, the system drives the outside
rear wheel 1. The effect here should be rather like the "stagger" used in circle-track racing,
where a larger-diameter tire is fitted to the outside rear as a way of counteracting understeer.
We'd suggest one improvement in the torque-allocation software. When driving straight and
using more than half-throttle on worn blacktops, the steering gets weavy, a symptom of torque
steer that would surely disappear if more of the driving force were distributed to the rear. The
test car was equipped with the optional Sport and Entertainment package, which includes
Acura's take on "smart shocks," another miracle ingredient, this one to control two things:
suspension motions and also the dynamic forces into the tire contact patches. A
console-mounted switch lets you choose comfort read "just right" or sport masochists only.
These two miracle ingredients, along with standard-equipment traction control and stability
control, are really invisible to the driver; the MDX simply goes where you point it, even at
exceptional speeds. Other miracle ingredients live in the hp V-6, one to open a tuning passage
in the intake at rpm, another to switch the intake valves to the high-lift profile at rpm. You won't
notice them, either. Miracle ingredients for safety include pyrotechnic seatbelt pretensioners,
side airbags in front, and curtain airbags with a rollover sensor. On the road, this is a composed
machine, confident in its stride, very good for wind noise, decidedly sporty for road-impact
noise. Steering is moderately heavy, deliberate. Interior accommodations are thoughtful. The
center front armrest is split down the middle to allow either occupant to access console storage
without disturbing the other's elbow. There's also a private bin on the passenger side of the
tunnel, concealed behind a tambour door. The MDX has first-class seating for four, two in front
and two in back. The second row has seat heaters and excellent foot space on a nearly flat floor.
Second class starts with the center of row two, which, surprisingly, has a pleasingly flat
cushion and very good headroom. A single lever on the right side of row two folds and slides
that seat out of the way for entering the third row, the third-class section, you'll decide, if you
have big feet and long legs. For cargo space, Acura says 15 cubic feet with all seats up, 43 with
the third row folded, very good for a medium-size SUV. In a tape-measure comparison of the
space behind the second row with a Cadillac SRX, a wagon of somewhat similar concept that
we've rated highly, the MDX is longer by about an inch and wider by nine inches, a much larger
space. This new MDX looks heavier and more hulking than its predecessor, but its weight and
dimensions do not bear out that visual impression. And I'm delighted that Acura has greatly
improved the MDX's cornering grip and braking performance while maintaining its smooth,
comfortable ride. The new model is even usefully quicker, although its 3. There's a lot of
competition among mid-size luxo SUVs, but the MDX still delivers a great combination of utility,
luxury, and value with one of the best chassis in the segment. Acura does a decent job with
vehicle dynamics, and the latest MDX is further evidence of that: prompt responses, good
steering feel, pleasant ride quality, and the benefits of SH-AWD, an odd acronym for a clever
all-wheel-drive system that's worth a couple points on any driver's confidence meter. But I am
mystified by people who expect tall, heavy SUVs to match the handling traits of cars. More fun,
plenty of cargo room, less dough. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's
Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans
and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. This content is created and maintained by a
third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement -

Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. We liked its refined powertrain, quick
acceleration, responsive handling, and controlled ride. We found the interior fit and finish
impressive and the front- and second-row seats comfortable. But the third-row seat is tight for
anyone but kids. The controls can be daunting at first, but are easy enough to operate once you
become familiar with them. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle
identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Dealer refused to repair because
could not diagnose". We don't miss it much as we don't listen to music in car. Dealer indicates a
full replacement is required. After-market stereo store concurs. Not worth the investment, so I'm
living with it". The dead battery caused the CD player to grind away, trying to eject a disk, but
there was no disk in it! Noise occurred for the first minute or so every time I started the car
Acura indicates this is a problem they have had. Popping noise when starting vehicle after new
CD player was installed". Made the use of any radio features worthless due to the noise level.
Dealer wanted so much money to fix I had to just yank the unit out myself". Internet complaints
run in the s or so, and I complained about the CD operation before the warranty ran out. The CD
player would randomly eject disks. I think it showed the unit was defective. Acura would no".
The car would continue to drive, and the panel would light up again within several seconds. Had
to reboot computer by uninstalling NAV disc and then it seemed to function afterwards. It
happens every time it is used. When you contact the dealer they have no idea how to service it.
Two dealers have had a half dozen opportunities to address the issue without much effort and
zero results. Ordered new one online and replaced at home. Left car with dealer for three weeks
but they failed to repair problem". All due to electrical that could never be found". According to
the dealer, this malfunction caused the bluetooth to keep searching even when the car was not
running, which in turn, caused the battery to drain. I required a jump 5 times before I went
online and found out that the bluetooth can act as a parasite. I'd replaced my battery three
times. Asked the shop to unplug the bluetooth and the persistent problem ceased permanently.
Acura has not corrected the problem, so the module had to be removed to avoid a cronic dead
battery. No bluetooth built into the car. Dealer not able to identify problem". I had it
disconnected. After having car jumped 3 times, had to disconnect the unit. I did research online
when I could get no answers from the Acura dealership and found there was a significant issue
with acura's Bluetooth acting like a parasite and sucking battery life. I demanded the repairshop
unplug the Bluetooth, and never had a problem again. Prior to, if had to call AAA for battery
start 10plus times. Acura should've known it was an issue and fixed it instead of jerking me and
likely many many others around". I ended up with a dead battery twice". Caused excessive
voltage draw causing the battery to be drained. Had to do extensive testing to find out 1 if it was
the battery or alternator 2 Voltage draw 3 What was causing the draw. This is a known and
common issue for this model". Major issue was this short cause battery to drain so car wouldn't
start Fixing that short fixed the Bluetooth pairing mechanism". Repair took over a week to get
parts. Very expensive. No customer loyalty at all. Won't buy Acura again". The device would not
disconnect and as a result it drained the battery. For less than 80k at the time should not
happen". In checking online forums.. Caused battery to drain". I had to jump start the car 7
times. The dealers maintenance department had difficulty finding the problem". This module
also impacted the driver seat and memory settings. Since being repaired, the same module is
beginning to fail again". Had module disconnected, so no longer have bluetooth. Have since
discovered there may be a DIY f". The circuit board drained our battery significantly so that we
had to be rescued a couple of times before we figured it out". It was a new system the year the
car came out. Every time I pair a new phone with the system, it doesn't work. Acura says the
phone is not pairing, the phone company says that Acura is not pairing. Gave up". I had to have
a new Bluetooth system installed". I guess this was a bad year for the particular box and it had
to get replaced". I lose audio on parts of certain roads that didn't occur before. Radio is not
showing signal loss on display like it does if I am under an overpass. Repair costs are very high
and not worth it in a vehicle of this age. This started about 4 months ago". Then about 3 weeks
later, it started working again". I don't use the voice commands very often, but when I tried
them, they were completely haywire. This issue was also causing the car battery to drain
resulting in completely dead battery when I returned from a 2-week vacation. Solve by
disconnecting module". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Has been fixed a few
years ago but is again noticeable. We would have never bought this option had we known the
cost of replacement". See previous". Would have become inoperable if not attended to. Age

related. I haven't topped it off the fluid but once and it was a very small amountof fluid
required". Finally resolved after mutliple trips for power steering noises". They've been recalled
in Canada but not the US. Expensive components. Replaced with standard, but now the ADS
light goes on all the time. Now they put non electronic shocks on so special suspension is no
longer available on truck. I am very disappointed with them and their service". I've replaced all
four and fronts are just OK now". Needs repair. This year, , the rear shocks had to be replaced.
Because I purchased the extended warranty, both were covered". I thought it was just my
imagination but after this occurring for a week or so I called the dealer. They confirmed
suspension, cost me 1,". Same issue on other problem. Dealership cannot find problem to fix".
Replaced both left and right front". Again, disappointed with this part failing after less than ,
KM". Replaced the rotors, shocks, and struts. Roters replaced twice; possible bad parts. Car
repair guys blaming the "ch". I would think wheel bearings would last longer than 51, miles
which was the mileage when replaced. Again, this was a problem talked about in forums". The
mechanics asked where we bought our gas so I assume they think the build-up happens with
lesser quality gas products. It's not like you get a lot of insight into which brands of gas are
better or worse for your car's engine, so it'd be hard to know if that was the major culprit or not.
Changed 4 O2 sensors. Did not help. May need a new cat converter. Dealer service department
diagnosed bad EGR valve and dirty ports. Ports were cleaned and EGR valve was replaced.
Unfortunately I responded miles too late. Disappointed they did not honor that fact that they
used a defective part". Had to remove the intake manifold and clean". Now trying to schedule a
time to have it looked at again". Expensive replacement of sensor. Tested sensor and replaced".
Took to dealer who said O2 sensor needed to be changed. My research indicated this part does
not normally fail until over ,km. I was disappointed in the early fail and cost to repair". Code P Bank 2 sensor failure. Oxygen Sensor - Left upper replaced". Notice suggested dealer check".
After their adjustment mile later new codes showed 2 bad oxygen sensors". Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I live in AZ
which does not use daylight savings time. So we are on PT and MT. Yes, I have reset the clock
using instructions from owners manual. But when we are on PT time, an hour later after
stopping engine , it will reset back one hour. But during MT, the clock works and is the correct
time. So it appears there is something in the clock or in the computer that has lost control of MT
vs. Since the car runs fine, I do not worry about it. It is just annoying that you have to subtract 1
hour during PT. Issue never fixed. So I took it to Firestone. They confirmed the issue, but were
not allowed to work on the issue Not sure why. They said yes. So I dropped it off. Only issue I
had was I had to go without the vehicle for a few days because obviously they wanted to
confirm the clock spring part was the issue. They had to go to dealer to get the part and install
it. Dealer cleaning of light assembly did nothing. The cost to replace the unit is astronomical.
Very expensive to replace". The control switch needed to be replaced". Repaired under
extended warranty". Some of the interior light, clock and other information. I purchased a new
transponder online and used the existing key which has a chip in it so it cannot be used on any
other vehicle. It is not a battery issue - the fob itself needs to be replaced, which is expensive.
There appears to be some sort of short in the electronics and it has affected the memory
settings on my driver seat. My Bluetooth phone was an issue too". The car has had consistent
refrigerant leaks since new requiring the replacement of hoses, evaporator and compressors.
Compressor was staying on and overheating. Had to replace relay and pressure relief valve,
evacuate and re-charge system". Normal for a car this age and mileage. I was able to fix it
myself". Plagued problem since purchased new in ". It took the dealer several days to isolate
and repair the problem, for significant cost". This caused the system to cascade a number of
faults including discharging of refrigerant. Low refrigerant also caused one side of the blowers
to continually blow hot air as the flaps would not work properly since the temp was not cold
enough. This is also a common problem". As a result, water backed-up and drained leaked into
front floorboard. Per usual Acura dealership shop is of no help". Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Shorty workmanship.
This car is very pampered. Replacement part expensive, and not covered. No help or sympathy
from Acura or dealer". Down to the base coat". Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. But the mirrors would move when I put the car in reverse, but would not move
back to a normal setting. They would not move to the correct memory setting either". That
seems to cause the seat memory controls not to work. I keep setting the Driver 1 seat, steering
wheel and mirror settings and they won't stay set". Module controlling those functions had to
be replaced". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Honda converters tend
to be near the exhaust manifold, so it takes a lot of labor to replace them. It was covered by

warranty, so we only had to pay the labor cost for replacement. The mechanic said that the use
of gas containing ethanol caused them to wear out, and the car couldn't pass an emissions test
for licensing". Must be replaced or disconnected. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body
control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior
lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Typical
problems with the Acura MDX. The tensioner was seized. AC blew warm air". Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. This has reduced acceleration. I took it to a Goodyear
Service Center and they would not work on it because I could not provide info that the
transmission fluid has been replaced according to manufacturer recommendations. I am forced
to use the dealer service repair". Independent mechanic referred us to Acura dealer for this
problem. All the transmission fluid escaped into the engine coolant leaving the transmission
dry. Permanent transmission". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,
rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Head replaced".
Was replaced and all quiet again. They were replaced due to maintenance due to mileage".
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. They cited our
loyalty and upkeep as the reason for the discount". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water
pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If
you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover
Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration
tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds
that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We
perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions
Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission
problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.

Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS and side air bags
standard. ESC standard from Head protection air bags standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage
varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles.
Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Dealer refused to repair
because could not diagnose" Elaine B. Dealer wanted so much money to fix I had to just yank
the unit out myself" Northrup A. Acura would no" Michael A. All due to electrical that could
never be found" John P. The circuit board drained our battery significantly so that we had to be
rescued a couple of times before we figured it out" Barbara A. I guess this was a bad year for
the particular box and it had to get replaced" John P. This started about 4 months ago" Richard
B. Ball joints "Looseness in front suspension. See previous" R C. I am very disappointed with
them and their service" Ronald H. I've replaced all four and fronts are just OK now" Patricia W.
Because I purchased the extended warranty, both were covered" Ronald W. Dealership cannot
find problem to fix" Brian P. Replaced both left and right front" R C. Car repair guys blaming the
"ch" Michael A. Again, this was a problem talked about in forums" Edward B. Disappointed they
did not honor that fact that they used a defective part" Mike C. Had to remove the intake
manifold and clean" Scott W. Tested sensor and replaced" Stephen P. Notice suggested dealer
check" Vincent P. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "Sensor Module
shorted out and completely discharged the battery" Joseph K. Plagued problem since
purchased new in " Marc S. It took the dealer several days to isolate and repair the problem, for
significant cost" Northrup A. Air or water leaks "Occasional leak in the interior A post when the
skylight drain gets clogged. Down to the base coat" Christopher C. Doors or sliding doors "right
rear interior door handle stopped working. The mechanic said tha
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t the use of gas containing ethanol caused them to wear out, and the car couldn't pass an
emissions test for licensing" John M. Alternator "The alternator failed, leaving the car
undrivable due to the lack of consistent electrical power distribution. CV joint "During an
appointment for oil change the service department at the local Acura dealer mentioned that the
CV joint were in need of repair. Slipping transmission "the transmission would lock up and had
to turn the car off and then on to reset. Permanent transmission" Ian M. Engine knock or ping
"the engine made extremely loud noise. Cylinder head "Valve not seating properly.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "Transmission failed completely. They cited our loyalty
and upkeep as the reason for the discount" Eric S. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

